
9. Moving to meet the
Pass
Dat e:
 

Venue:
Playing Fie ld

Durat io n: No  o f  Players: Abilit y / Level:
Beginner

Sessio n Go als:
It's not just the player on the ball who should be
moving! Ensure all your players understand the
importance o f movement and how it can help to  create
passing options and drag the opposition out o f
position!

Perso nal Co aching Go als:

Equipment :
Balls, Bibs, Cones and Ladders

Set Up

Pitch Layout  

 

Time at training is
precious!
To ensure your
players are working
hard throughout set
up the cones for this
session before your
players arrive to
training.
Diagram shows a
suggested pitch set-
up for this session.

Warm Up

Quick feet
Coaching Tips

You
can
vary

these drills so that players must also bend
down and touch each cone before moving
onto the next one.

 

Cone s 1:
Players sprint through
the slalom, running
around each cone as
closely and quickly as
possible.
Cone s 2:
Same as above, only
this time players are
moving backwards,
looking over their
shoulder as they move.
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Passing and Moving

Pass and move to receive the ball  

 

3 cones, 2 players and
1 ball.
Players have to pass
the ball clockwise and
anti- clockwise, moving
all the time to get to
the cone in time to
receive the pass.

Numbers Game
Progression

Same as before, the ball should be passed
around the team in numerical order whilst
moving around the set area.
This time though after each pass, players
should run around one of the cones on the
boundary.

 

Teams of 3-4 players.
Each team numbers
themselves 1-2-3-4
and has one ball.
The ball should be
passed around the
team in numerical
order while moving
around the set area.
Ensure players talk,
calling out to indicate
where they are and that they're ready to receive the pass!

Pass and Move
Coaching Tips

Players should look at their target each
time whilst they are completing the pass,
this will help the accuracy.
Use the cross-over step when on the move.
Try and trap the ball between the feet
whilst keeping a strong base, bend the
knees but keep the stick in front of the
body with left elbow high.

 

Players have to pass
the ball around the
outside of the square
with only 3 players.
To make this possible,
the player after the
pass has to move to
the empty corner (any
direction).

Condit ioned Possession Games

Making and running into space 3 vs 1
Progression

To make more movement, if a player leaves
an area they are not allowed to return to
that area until having been in another
area.

 

The defender is not
allowed inside any of
the 4 areas and can
only try to intercept
the ball.
The players keeping
possession can only
pass the ball to empty
areas, so therefore the
players need to run
out of their 'safe' box
area to be able to receive the ball in that area.
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Possession-Keeping  

 

Finish with an
overload possession
keeping game, 4 v 1
or 5 v 2.
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